Important role of asynchronous discussion in e-learning system
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Abstract — Important part of each e-learning system, especially asynchronous system, is on-line discussions. On-line discussions are used for student to communicate with professor, but also with another student. It enables students to see different opinions and communicate on their own in a simple way. At the end, research shows that on-line discussions are much more productive than in-class discussion. Good LMS systems are already designed and they can register and differentiate between active or passive participation in an on-line discussion. This paper will show a number of benefits of on-line discussions. We will especially analyze the impact of the on-line discussion on the quality of e-learning system and the quality of education. In this paper we will describe two different on-line discussions that are used in ICT course on the Zagreb School of Economics and Management. The paper will show how to motivate students to be more active and participate more in the on-line discussions.

Index Terms — Education, e-learning system, information and communication technologies, on-line discussions

INTRODUCTION

Many researches on comparison between in-class and on-line discussions have been carried out [1]-[3]. During regular classes teacher is restricted by time he/she has at his/her disposal. In addition, he/she cannot dedicate himself/herself entirely to discussions with students. The important advantage of an on-line discussion is a time factor [4]. Asynchronous communication provides students with an insight into different opinions. In addition, students can respond to them in a clear and meaningful way [5]. Steinberg & etc. analysed in their research [6] three groups of participants in on-line discussions. These were participants who wrote a post (active), participants who read a post but did not respond to it (passive participants) and students who did not tend to follow on-line discussions at all. Better LMS (Learning Management System) systems have the possibility of registration of the passive following of discussions. However, in this paper we shall analyse only a group of active on-line students and the influence of discussion on the improvement of their overall class activity.

The Zagreb School of Economics and Management was founded in 2002. From the very beginning we were able to use a huge number of advantages considering new technologies in the process of education [7]-[10]. The school management played a key role in the implementation of a unique LMS system into the process of education [11]. ZSEM is today only Croatian HE institution which systematically uses WebCT in education [12]. This means that all courses are prepared in WebCT [13] and WebCT is obligatory for our students and lecturers. Up to now 65 courses have been prepared in WebCT, 43 of which are mandatory and 22 optional. During the class Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) two kinds of on-line discussions have been used:

• **Open discussions** - they are not obligatory and can be initiated by professor or student. They are intended for various questions and discussions on: class material, lectures, exercises, exams, casual topics and fun.
• **Closed discussions** - they are initiated by teacher. They are intended for a discussion on some specific ICT topics. One can get some extra credits participating in closed discussions, as well in class.

OPEN AND CLOSED DISCUSSION

Open discussions are intended for a constant communication between students and teachers, as well as for a discussion among students. They are an essential part of educational process, and therefore students who participate in open discussions do not get extra credits. Three kinds of discussions are distinguished:
• **Professor-Student Discussion** - Discussion is initiated by professor. Students comment on it or ask questions. Here we count comments on exercises, various announcements etc.

• **Student-Professor Discussion** - Discussion is initiated by student. He/she asks a question addressed to teacher. In this discussion appear good questions. From time to time appear some students who do not pay attention in classes and on WebCT and repeatedly ask for some information which can be already found on the Web.

• **Student-Student Discussion** - Discussions are initiated and commented by students. The major part of discussions is related to teaching material from ICT.

Closed discussions are initiated by teacher. They are intended for a more active student participation in the process of education. For students who attend regular classes at ZSEM class attendance and exercises are mandatory. Their in-class activity is awarded according to course Syllabus. Concerning the course Information and Communication Technologies class attendance is not awarded, since it is mandatory, but still active class participation is awarded. The goal during our 15 lectures is to achieve the higher percentage of highly motivated and active students. In spite of the fact that we motivate our students to give their best, still some of them are introverted and do not tend to be active when being in group. However, the very Internet has provided these students to be more active. Every ten days a new topic, which is commented by students, is opened. In this way we give a chance to more introverted students to become more active and to express their opinion.

Researchers show that there is a significant difference if the discussion is led by teacher or by student. According to Kremer & McGiunness [14] there is a remote possibility that the imbalance between expert knowledge among discussion participants (teachers and students) will contribute to an open discussion. However, it is at the same time said that discussions led by students provide special atmosphere, in which students freely pose questions and oppose to some opinions. According to some observations during our work, a teacher initiated discussion and students were sending some posts including comments, questions and some students joined repeatedly in discussion on the same topic.

**RESULTS**

**Open discussion**

We shall analyze results we got from ICT subject during the school year 2006/2007. Altogether 25% of students participated in open and 25.9% in closed discussions. In the Figure 1, distribution of open discussion posts concerning the very kind of discussion is shown.
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**FIGURE 1**

*DISTRIBUTION OF POSTS IN ACCORDANCE OF KINDS OF OPEN DISCUSSION*

36.3% of posts belong to first group, that is to say, to communication between teacher and students. 43.7% of posts were addressed to teacher by students. Although teacher replies regularly to posts, it is interesting to notice that in 20% of these discussions some other students offering help to their fellow students, took part. 20% of posts are discussions initiated and discussed by students. In literature a special significance to student-student discussions is given [15]-[18], and in future we shall tend to motivate our students to participate more actively in closed student-student discussions.

Furthermore we shall pay much more attention to closed discussions.
The quality of closed discussion

In our research students had participated in 8 topics given them by their teacher. Concerning one topic a student could have got for his/her active participation a grade ranging from 0.1 to 1. We had also introduced quantifiers measuring post quality:

- An explanation was given - student answered his/her question without a deeper interference in the problem and without raising some new questions
- Only the confirmation of the previously stated announcement - student only confirmed that he agreed to statement made by students during their previous discussions
- Posing a question and participation in a further discussion
- Post length
- Did student took part in alleged discussion once or more than once

According to this, in 8 held discussions the quality of sent posts is following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post grade</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.4</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>18.33</td>
<td>25.56</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1**

*THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE QUALITY OF STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN CLOSED ON-LINE DISCUSSION*

Analysis including single topic is interesting, that is to say, an on-line group of students attracted to a single topic is interesting (Table 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Number of posts</th>
<th>Quality of discussion</th>
<th>Number of dominant members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2**

*DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO TOPICS*

Dixon & Kuhlhorst [19] claim that the presence of dominant members in a discussion leads to a better discussion. This is obvious in our research too. Each group contained one dominant member acting as a leader of discussion. Nevertheless, to the question “*Does competitive character provide proportionally a better quality of discussion?*” the answer is no. This was confirmed in our research. Topics with a big number of dominant members have better quality in general, but they do not depend proportionally on the very number of dominant members, who very often tend to compete among themselves in writing a better and longer post.

The contribution of closed discussion to education quality

In Figure 2 a comparison of activity distribution in class and WebCT forum has been shown. 50% of students were at least once active class participants. More than one third goes on the students who tend to be active only once. 40% of students were two or three times. 16.3% students were active five or more times. Concerning closed forum 25.9% of all students were active at least once; from which 28% students were active only once, 33.3% two or three times, and 22.9% five or more times. Since regular class is restricted by time it is easier for students to discuss via asynchronous discussion under conditions which suit them. We can see that it was easier for students to be more active on forum. 22.9% of active students participated five or more times in forum.
It is interesting that 8.63% of all students were active in closed discussion and still none of them was active in class. Evidently, it is easier for them to work when they can choose their own working conditions (daytime, surroundings, etc). In this way we have improved the active participation of students in class. We have got the result that 58.36% of all students were at least once active in class.

The influence of different factors on activity

Student cannot choose class conditions when attending regular classes. They are established in advance and student has to try to adjust himself/herself to them. When talking about asynchronous e-learning, student can choose conditions which suit him/her best (place, time, temperature, surroundings etc). It is clear that student becomes more productive when surrounded by conditions which suit him/her best. In the course of our research we made the analysis of posts according to two variables, that is to say, according to the time of post sending and its length.

As expected, the majority of posts were sent in the evening hours, during the period of time from 6 p.m. to 12 a.m. - 39.48% of all posts (Figure 3). Distribution concerning this interval happens to be quite equal. 33.69% of students sent their post during the period between 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., 30.44% during the period between 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., and 35.87% during the period between 10 p.m. to 12 a.m. This also serves as a confirmation that students tend to continue the process of education after the school time and regular class.

Post length

The majority of posts in closed discussions have approximate length of 500 characters. However, almost 10% of them have the length of 1000 characters. Although too long, posts tend to be very interesting and from time to time turn into real debates and essays. Interestingly, the longest post including 4573 characters was sent by student, inconspicuous in regular classes. He paid much attention to class material, but still, he never participated in class discussions voluntarily. Characteristical of these other posts is that 80% of them were sent during evening period, when students tend to relax and have more time and
inspiration for writing. Round 50% of long posts were sent by students who attended classes regularly, but still they were only passive observers.

CONCLUSION

On-line discussions provide asynchronous communication between students and teachers, and among students themselves and they are an essential part of each e-learning system. In this paper open and closed discussion used in class Information and Communication Technologies has been described. We have shown how to motivate students to contribute to their more active class participation by participating in closed forum. Time of post and its length are important elements of every on-line discussion.

Next year we will try to motivate our students to become more active in regular classes and on forum. Concerning closed discussion, we shall introduce the possibility that students open up interesting topics. The student, whose topic entices the strongest debate shall be given extra credits. We shall make a top list according to quality and the number of posts. We shall count the points and award our students for their activity. Student participation in forum does not only serve to the possibility of student’s activity via new medium, but also to equal competition among his/her mates.
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